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Itegories

In memory of Bob Walters.

Bob would not have said it this way nor necessarily would he have approved but an

itegory – though he may not have known it – is something he certainly thought about.

An itegory is a basic categorical setting for the semantics of (sequential) programs.

It is –simply put—an extensive restriction category [2] with a trace (or an iteration)

on the coproduct. Such a trace can be formulated as a “Kleene wand” which can be

characterized by just two equations and a uniformity requirement. Its computational

behaviour is essentially that of a “while loop”.

In general, for an extensive restriction category, having a Kleene wand is struc-

ture rather than a property. However, having an inductive Kleene wand is a property.

Furthermore, every extensive restriction category can be embedded into an extensive

restriction category with an inductive wand. A natural way in which an inductive

Kleene wands arise is when the category has a natural number object which is simul-

taneously a conatural number object: a situation which pertains to the partial map

categories of toposes.

An important and general way to characterize computation [1] is as the computable

maps of a Partial Combinatory Algebra (PCA). It is not the case that every itegory

can represent all partial computable maps. For example, finite sets and partial maps

form a perfectly good itegory, however, this category contains no non-trivial PCAs.

On the other hand, once an itegory has an infinite object (in a certain sense), one

can use the iteration to construct a PCA and thus show that all computations can be

expressed in such categories.
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